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In-Laid Butterfly 

 

Stamp Sets:  Curly Cute 

Inks:  Island Indigo 

Accessories:   Elegant Butterfly Punch, Scallop Edge Border Punch, 

Island Indigo 3/8” Ruffled Ribbon, Glue Dots,  Pearl Jewels 

Cardstock Cutting 
Calypso Coral Base 6 x 6”  (score at 3”) 

Whisper White  6 x 2.25” 

Pool Party 1 x 6” 

Designer Paper – Island Indigo, Pool 
Party, Calypso Caroal 

1.75 wide x 2” 

Island Indigo ribbon 8 “ and 6 “ pieces 
  

Tips: 

Watch the video at http://youtu.be/qtotbiGFZcc 

 Score the Calypso Coral Base with a scoring tool (with this size of 
card, it give you a better fold to pre-score it).  Score it at  3 inches. 

 To cut the designer paper so that the stripes on the DSP run horizontally, cut the 1.75 measurement with the stripes horizontal on your cutter. 

 To punch out the butterflies so that they are centred: line up the punch with the left edge of the white cardstock and bottom it out (push 
cardstock all the way into the punch).   Then do the same on the right hand side of the white cardstock.  Then tape one of the punched out 
butterflies to the centre of the card to position the 3rd butterfly.  Punch over top of the cut out.  It might not be perfect, but will be close 
enough to fool the eye. 

 On the backside of the white punched out piece, tape the entire back piece and then add the designer paper. 

 For the ribbon, wrap it around the white piece securing it at the back of the card.  Tie a knot to add the front of the ribbon and attach with a 
glue dot. 

 Add the pearls last so that the cardstock is easy to tape and smooth down.   

 Stamp a saying on the inside of the card.  You can add one of the punched out butterflies.               

http://youtu.be/qtotbiGFZcc
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              Sparkling Ornament 
 
Stamp Sets:  Ornament Keepsakes, More Merry Messages,  

Inks:  Cherry Cobbler 

Accessories:   Framelits Dies Holiday Ornaments, Big Shot, Lacy 

Brocade Textured Impressions Embossing Folder, Snow Flurry Bigz Die, Big Shot, 2-way 

glue pen, Dazzling Diamonds Glitter, Pearl Jewels, Paper Snips, Dimensionals 

 

Cardstock Cutting 
Whisper White 8.5 x 5.5” 

Cherry Cobbler  5.25 x 4 

Whisper White - 2 pieces 5 x 4”   

Whisper White 4 x 1” 
 

 Tips: 

Watch the video at http://youtu.be/C__6651FgEE. 

 Stamp the two ornament images on one of the scrap images and then lay the 
two dies on images.  Hold the framelit dies in place for the Big Shot using a post-
it note. 

 Stamp the saying on the 1” wide piece of cardstock.   To get the notches on the 
banner, mark a small pencil mark up about ½ inch up in the middle of the paper. 
And then use paper snips to cut from each corner to the pencil mark. 

 Assemble the entire card, including adding the pearl before adding 2-way glue 
and glitter.  It just makes it easier to do the glitter when the whole project is assembled.  Plus your glitter is less likely to get all over the place.  

http://youtu.be/C__6651FgEE

